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57 ABSTRACT 
A coincidence circuit for detecting when n-bit binary 
input data coincides with the current value of an n-bit 
counter. A plurality of '1' detecting circuits determine, 
when a corresponding input bit is one, whether a corre 
sponding counter bit is also one. A first-coincidence 
detecting circuit determines the first time that all the 
"l" input bits have corresponding "1" clock bits. Each 
“1” detecting circuit includes an inverter and a NOR 
gate. The first-coincidence detecting circuit includes an 
OR gate and a latch circuit. 

3 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets 
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CONCDENCE CIRCUIT 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a coincidence circuit 

for judging the coincidence between binary data and, 
particularly, to a circuit for judging the coincidence 
between n-bits of binary data and an n-bit counter out 
put. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Such a coincidence circuit is applied, for example, to 

control a current conduction time for heating resistors 
in accordance with image data such as gradation data or 
the like, in a thermal recording apparatus. The coinci 
dence circuit has a basic arrangement, for example, as 
shown in FIG. 7. 

In FIG. 7, the reference numeral 10 represents an 
n-bit counter having n-stages of D-type flip-flops 11(1), 
11(2),..., 11(n), each having a Q output fed back to its 
own D input. The flip-flops 11(1), 11(2),..., 11(n) are 
connected in series with one another by connecting the 
Q output of the flip-flop of one stage to the clock termi 
nal (CK) of the flip-flop of the next stage. In the counter 
10, the Q output of the flip-flop 11(1) corresponds to the 
least significant bit, the respective Q outputs of the 
subsequent flip-flops 11(2), ..., 11(n-1) correspond to 
subsequent bits, and the Q output of the flip-flop 11(n) 
corresponds to the most significant bit. The clock termi 
nal (CK) of the flip-flop 11(1), which corresponds to the 
least significant bit, is the input terminal of the counter 
10 to which a count signal is applied. 
The reference numeral 20 represents a latch circuit 

for storing n-bit binary data. The latch circuit 20 has n 
stages of D-type flip-flops 21(1), 21(2), . . . , 21(n). A 
latch signal is applied to clock terminals (CK) of the 
respective flip-flops 21(1), 21(2),..., 21(n) so that, upon 
application of the latch signal, the most significant bit 
D1 is held by the flip-flop. 21(1), the subsequent bits D2, 
..., Dn-1 are held by the subsequent flip-flops 21(2), . 
.., 21(n-1), and the most significant bit Dn is held by 
the flip-flop. 21(n). The latch signal applied to the latch 
circuit 20 is also applied through an inverter 12 to clear 
terminals (CL) of the respective flip-flops 11(1), 11(2), . 
. . , 11(n) of the counter 10 so that the counter 10 is 
cleared simultaneously with the holding of the n-bit 
data in the latch circuit 20. 
The Q outputs of the respective flip-flops 21(ii) 

(i=1,2,...,n), which are the respective output bits of 
the latch circuit 20, and the corresponding output bits of 
the counter 10, i.e., the Q outputs of the respective 
flip-flops 11(ii) (i=1,2,...,n), are applied to respective 
exclusive NOR (hereinafter referred to as "ENOR”) 
gates 14(ii) (i=1,2,...,n). The outputs of the respective 
ENOR gates 14(1), 14(2), .. 
the respective output bits of the counter 10 and the 
respective output bits of the latch circuit 20 are applied 
to an AND gate 16. The output of AND gate 16 is 
applied to the clock terminal of a D-type flip-flop 18. 
The Qoutput of the flip-flop 18 is fed back to its own D 
input so that its Q output is inverted whenever a clock 
is applied to its clock terminal (CK). 

In the coincidence circuit, when the count value of 
the counter 10 becomes coincident with the latched 
data in the latch circuit 20, the respective outputs of all 
the ENOR gates 14(1), 14(2),..., 14(n) are high and the 
output of the AND gate 16 becomes high so as to apply 
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2 
a clock to the flip-flop 18. The Q output of the flip-flop 
18 is, thus, turned on as a coincidence judgment output. 

In the above-mentioned coincidence circuit, in the 
case where the data to be held by the latch circuit 20 are 
gradation data representing one dot in a thermal record 
ing operation, the current conduction control for the 
respective heating resistors corresponding to radation 
data can be realized if a current is made to flow into one 
of the heating resistors corresponding to the dot during 
a period beginning with a count start of the counter 10 
until a coincidence judgment output. 
However, such a coincidence circuit using ENOR 

gates for detecting the coincidence between n-bit binary 
data and corresponding bits of a counter, and further 
using a judgment circuit (the AND gate 16 and the 
flip-flop 18 in FIG. 7) for judging the detection of the 
coincidence in all the ENOR circuits, occupies a com 
paratively large area of a semiconductor integrated 
circuit (IC). This is because, in the above-mentioned 
coincidence circuit, the coincidence between the two 
bits applied to each ENOR gate is detected. Thus, a 
function must be provided for detecting both when the 
two bits have a value of '1' and when they have a value 
of "0", thereby making the circuit arrangement compar 
atively complicated. 

Specifically, in the case of a MOS integrated circuit, 
MOS transistors are used as basic elements, and each 
basic element is formed into a NAND gate, a NOR gate 
or an inverter. More complex gates are realized as com 
posites of these basic gates. The above-mentioned 
ENOR circuit consists of a NOR gate 22 and two 
NAND gates 23 and 24, as shown in FIG. 8. The NOR 
gate and the NAND gate each comprises four MOS 
transistors as shown in FIG. 9(a) and FIG. 9(b), respec 
tively, and, therefore, twelve MOS transistors are nec 
essary to constitute an ENOR gate. Generally, in the 
case of a functional circuit such as an ENOR gate that 
is formed as a composite gate constituted by a plurality 
of basic gates, the more complicated the function to be 
realized, the larger the scale of the circuit. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
coincidence circuit that uses functional circuits to form 
the coincidence circuit as a portion of a semiconductor 
integrated circuit and to arrange the coincidence circuit 
as simply as possible. 

Additional objects and advantages of the invention 
will be set forth in part in the description which follows 
and, in part, will be obvious from the description or may 
be learned by the practice of the invention. The objects 
and advantages of the invention will be realized and 
attained by means of the elements and combinations 
particularly pointed out in the appended claims. To 
achieve the objects and in accordance with the purpose 
of the invention, as embodied and broadly described 
herein, the invention comprises single value detecting 
circuits each for detecting coincidence of a single pre 
determined value between a corresponding bit Di of 
n-bit binary data and a corresponding bit Ci of n-bit 
binary output data of a counter, and a first-coincidence 
detecting circuit for detecting whether or not each 
coincidence detecting circuit has detected a coinci 
dence for the first time during an up-counting of the 
counter. 
More specifically, a coincidence circuit of the present 

invention for judging coincidence between n-bit binary 
data and corresponding bits of the n-bit output of a 
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counter during an up-counting of the counter com 
prises: a plurality of single value detecting circuits for 
detecting that corresponding bits of the n-bit binary 
data and the n-bit output of the counter have a predeter 
mined value; and a first-coincidence detecting circuit 
for determining coincidence between the n-bit binary 
data and the n-bit output of the counter by detecting the 
first time that the single value detecting circuits, corre 
sponding to all the bits where the n-bit binary data has 
a predetermined value, have detected that the corre 
sponding bits of the n-bit binary data and the n-bit out 
put of the counter have the predetermined value during 
a process of up-counting of the counter. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGs 
The accompanying drawings, which are incorpo 

rated in and constitute a part of this specification, illus 
trate several embodiments of the invention and, to 
gether with the description, serve to explain the princi 
ples of the invention. 

FIG. 1(a) is a block diagram illustrating an embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
FIG. 1(b) is a diagram further illustrating the embodi 

ment of FIG. 1(a); 
FIG. 2. is a circuit diagram illustrating an example of 

a coincidence circuit according to the present inven 
tion; 
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example of a cur 

rent conduction control in a circuit thermal recording 
apparatus that may utilize the coincidence circuit ac 
cording the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a timing chart illustrating states of signals of 
the circuit of FIG. 3; 

FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating an example of a circuit 
arrangement of an expansion of the current conduction 
control circuit shown in FIG. 3; 

FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram illustrating another exam 
ple of the current conduction control circuit of the 
present invention; 
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FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram illustrating an example of 40 
a coincidence circuit; 

FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating an arrangement of an 
ENOR circuit constituted by basic gates; and 
FIGS. 9(a) and 9(b) are diagrams illustrating an ar 

rangement of a NOR circuit and a NAND circuit by 45 
MOS transistors. 

OETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Reference will now be made in detail to preferred 
embodiments of the present invention, examples of 
which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. 
Whereever possible, the same reference numbers will be 
used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or 
like parts. 

In the case where the coincidence circuit is formed as 
a part of a MOS semiconductor integrated circuit and, 
as shown in FIGS. 1(a) and 1(b), includes a plurality of 
single value detecting circuits, referred to hereinafter as 
"1" detecting circuits, that detect the coincidence of a 
"1" value in the respective n-bit data and n output bits 
of a counter. The “1” detecting circuits 201), 202),..., 
2On) include inverting circuits 4(1), 4(2), . . . , 4(n) for 
inverting the respectively corresponding bits of n-bit 
binary data. The “1” detecting circuits further include 
NOR circuits 5(1), 5(2), . . . , 5(n) for receiving at re 
spective first input terminals the outputs of respective 
inverting circuits 4(1), 4(2), ..., 4(n) and for receiving 
at respective second input terminals the values of re 
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4. 
spective corresponding bits C(1), C(2), ..., CON) of the 
output of the counter 1. Thus, the first-coincidence 
judging circuit 3 is arranged to judge the first coinci 
dence of all of the NOR circuits 5(1), 5(2), . . . , 5(n) 
corresponding to the respective bits, because the invert 
ing circuits 4(1), 4(2), . . . , 4(n) and the NOR circuits 
5(1), 5(2), ..., 5(n) are formed of basic gates. Further, 
the above-mentioned coincidence circuit is generally 
arranged so that objective n-bit binary data are first 
latched and then the coincidence between the latched 
bits and the output of a timer is judged. When a latch is 
formed for the above purpose, the above-mentioned 
inverting circuit 4(1), 4(2), . . . , 4(n) can easily be real 
ized as a part of the latch circuit. 

In the process of sequential upcounting of the counter 
1, the value of each of the bits Cof the counter 1 corre 
sponding to the bits of the n-bit binary data will have a 
pattern of "0" and "1" values that repeats every 2 
count. The output value of the counter 1 at coincidence 
of respective bits Cj and Dj is the minimum of count 
values at which each of the respective bits Care Djare 
“1.” At this time, coincidence is realized in the process 
of up-counting at the minimum count value of the 
counter. The first-coincidence judging circuit 3 pro 
duces a judgment output when the n-bit binary data Dj 
are coincident with the output value Cof the counter 1. 
Thus, the output of the first-coincidence judging circuit 
3 is a coincidence judgment output of the above-men 
tioned coincidence circuit. 
FIG. 2 is a circuit diagram illustrating an example of 

a coincidence circuit according to the present inven 
tion. 

In FIG. 2, the reference numeral 10 represents an 
n-bit counter 10 similar to the counter shown in FIG. 7. 
Counter 10 is arranged so that D-type flip-flops 11(1), 
11(2),..., 11(n) are connected in series with each other 
and a count signal is applied to a clock terminal (CK) of 
the flip-flop 11(1) corresponding to the least significant 
bit. The reference numeral 30 represents an inversion 
latch circuit 30 for inverting n-bit binary data Djand for 
storing the inverted data. The inversion latch circuit 30 
includes n-stages of D-type flip-flops 31(1), 31(2), ..., 
31(n). The Q output of each flip-flop 31(1) is an output 
from the inversion latch circuit 30. That is, the inversion 
latch circuit 30 is realized by using the inverted output 
of an ordinary latch circuit. As in the counter and the 
latch circuit of FIG. 7, the counter 10 and the inversion 
latch circuit 30 are arranged so that the flip-flops 11(1) 
and .31(1) correspond to the least significant bit, the 
subsequent flip-flops 11(1) and 31(2) through 11(n-1) 
and 31(n-1), respectively, correspond to the subse 
quent bits, and the flip-flops 11(n) and 31(n) correspond 
to the most significant bit. A latch signal is inputted to 
a clock terminal (CK) of each of the flip-flops 31(ii) of 
the inversion latch circuit 30 and, at the same time, 
inputted through an inverter 13 to a clear terminal (CL) 
of each of the flip-flops 11(ii) of the counter 10. Thus, the 
inversion latch circuit 30 is caused to perform inversion 
holding of the n-bit data and the counter 10 is cleared. 
The Q outputs of the respective flip-flops 31(ii) 

(i=1,2,...,n), which are the respective output bits of 
the inversion latch circuit 30, and the corresponding 
output bits of the counter 10, i.e., the Q outputs of the 
respective flip-flops 11(ii) (i=1,2,. . . . ,n), are respec 
tively inputted to first and second input terminals of 
NOR gates 15(i) (i=1,2,...,n) corresponding to the 
respective bits of the counter 10. The respective output 
bits of the NOR gates 15(i) (i=1,2,...,n) are inputted 
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to an OR circuit 17 and the output of the OR circuit 17 
is inputted to a clear terminal (CL) of a D-type flip-flop 
19 acting as a latch means. The flip-flop 19 is arranged 
so that "1" is normally inputted to its D input (for exam 
ple, the input D is normally connected to a +5 V power 
source), so that the above-mentioned latch signal is 
inputted to its clock terminal (CK) through the inverter 
13. Thus, the Q output of flip-flop 19 is kept at "1" after 
the leading edge of the latch signal is made low, while 
the Q output is made low by the trailing edge of the 
signal applied to the clear terminal (CL) of flip-flop 19. 
The operation of the above-mentioned coincidence 

circuit will now be described. 
For example, assume a case in which objective binary 

data are 5-bit data (10101). In the 5-bit data, the left end 
is the least significant bit D1, and the right end is the 
most significant bit D5. 
The above-mentioned data are latched by the invert 

ing latch circuit 30 at a leading edge of the latch signal, 
so that the output of the inversion latch circuit 30 be 
comes (01010) and the counter 10 is cleared so that its 
output becomes (00000). Then, a clock pulse is inputted 
to the clock input of the flip-flop. 19 at the trailing edge 
of the latch signal, so that the output Q of the flip-flop 
19 is kept at a high ("H") level. In this state, the outputs 
of the respective NOR gates 15(1), 15(2), 15(3), 15(4), 
and 15(5) become (10101) in this order, and the output 
of the OR circuit 17 becomes a "H' level. 
Now turning to the "0" value bits of the objective 

binary data, i.e., the bits D2 and D4, the respective 
inputs to the NOR circuits 15(2) and 15(4) correspond 
ing to these bits D2 and D4 from the inversion latch 
circuit 30 are “1,” and the respective outputs of the 
NOR circuits 15(2) and 15(4) are always kept "0" (that 
is an "L' level) independently of the respective inputs 
to the NOR circuits 15(2) and 15(4) from the counter 10. 
Upon receipt of a count signal at the input of the 

counter 10 after having been once reset to (0.0000) as 
described above, the counter 10 starts its up-count oper 
ation so as to change its output sequentially to (10000), 
(01.000), (11000), (00100), . . . . Then, the outputs of the 
respective NOR circuits 15(1) to 15(5) are changed 
sequentially to (00101), (10101), (00101), (10001), . . . . 
At that time, the output of the OR circuit 17 is kept at 
an "H" level when any one of the outputs of the NOR 
circuits 15(1) to 15(5) is '1' (an "H" level). In such a 
process of the count-up of the counter 10, when the 
number of count signals reach "21” (10101), the outputs 
of the respective NOR gates 15(1) to 15(5) are (00000), 
so that the output of the OR circuit 17 is "0" (an "L" 
level) thereby clearing the flip-flop 19, so that the Q 
output of the flip-flop. 19 is set to and "L' level as a 
coincidence judgment output. That is, when the output 
(10101) of the counter 10 becomes coincident with the 
objective 5-bit binary data (10101), a coincidence judg 
ment output is produced. 

Since the outputs of the respective NOR gates 15(2) 
and 15(4) corresponding to the second and fourth bits 
are always kept at "0," the output of the OR circuit 17 
is made low in the same manner as the above-mentioned 
case whenever the output of the counter 10 takes 
(1X1X1) (X being either "0" or "1"). However, since 
(10101) is the minimum value of the outputs (1X1X1) of 
the counter 10, the OR circuit 17 is made low as de 
scribed above for the first time when the output of the 
counter 10 becomes (10101). After the Q output of the 
flip-flop 19 is inverted by this first falling of the output 
of the OR circuit 17, the flip-flop 19 keeps its output in 
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6 
an "L' level state even if the output of the OR circuit 17 
changes. 

In the case where such a coincidence circuit as de 
scribed above is realized, for example, as a part of a 
MOS semiconductor integrated circuit, each of the 
NOR circuits 15(1), 15(2), ..., 15(n) may be fabricated 
as a basic gate that can consist of four MOS transistors 
(as shown in FIG. 9(a). Thus, the circuit arrangement of 
the coincidence circuit can be made comparatively 
simple, and the area occupied by the circuit can be 
made small. 

In the above-mentioned embodiment, a "1" detecting 
circuit is realized by the inversion latch circuit 30, and 
the NOR gates 15(1), 15(2), ..., 15(n) are provided so 
as to correspond to respective bits of the inversion latch 
circuit 30. That is, in a condition that "1" ("0" before 
inversion) is applied to one input of a NOR circuit, the 
output of the NOR circuit is always "0" independently 
of the level of a second input thereof, i.e., the NOR 
circuit does not have a judging function with respect to 
the second input. 
On the contrary, in a condition that "0" ("1" before 

inversion) is applied to the one input of the NOR cir 
cuit, the output of the NOR circuit is "0" when “1” is 
applied to the second input, while the output is "1" 
when "0" is applied to the second input, i.e., the NOR 
circuit does have a judging function with respect to the 
second input. This characteristic of a NOR circuit is 
applied to “1” detection. The present invention is not 
limited to NOR circuits, but may be realized by any 
circuit elements that realize functions similar to those 
described above. For example, the present invention 
may be realized by AND circuits or OR circuits. Even 
in the case where AND circuits or OR circuits are used, 
the circuit scale of the coincidence circuit becomes 
smaller than that of the conventional coincidence cir 
cuit realized by ENOR circuits. 
An example in which the above-mentioned coinci 

dence circuit is applied to a specific apparatus will now 
be described. 

FIG. 3 shows a current-conduction control circuit 
for heating resistors for printing dots in accordance 
with gradation data in a thermal printer. It is assumed in 
the example that parallel control of 128 heating resistors 
is performed. The number of gradations to be expressed 
is n2 and the number of bits of the data corresponding to 
the gradation is n. . 

In FIG. 3, the reference numerals 42(1), 42(2), ..., 
42(128) represent shift registers of n bits. The least sig 
nificant bit of one shift register 42(i) is connected to the 
most significant bit of another shift register 42(i-1) so 
that the respective shift registers are connected in series 
sequentially (i=1,2,. . . . ,127). The reference numerals 
44(1), 44(2), . . . , 44(128) represent latch circuits each 
having n bits for latching in parallel the n-bit data in the 
corresponding shift registers 42(1), 42(2), . . . , 42(128), 
in synchronism with a leading edge of a latch signal 
(LATCH). The latch circuits 44(1), 44(2), ..., 44(128) 
correspond to the inversion latch circuit 30 in FIG. 2. 
The reference numerals 46(1), 46(2),..., 46(128) repre 
sent comparator circuits, and 54 represents an n-bit 
binary counter 54 for performing count-up at the trail 
ing edge of a strobe signal (STB) applied through an 
inverter 56. 
Each of the comparator circuits 46(i) is arranged to 

compare the n-bit data latched by the corresponding 
latch circuit 44(ii) with the output of the counter 54 to 
produce a coincidence judgment signal when the com 
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pared data are coincident with each other. The compar 
ator circuits 46(i) correspond to the NOR circuits 15(1), 
15(2),..., 15(n), the OR circuit 17, the flip-flop 19, and 
so on, of FIG. 2, and the counter 54 corresponds to the 
counter 10 in FIG. 2. The counter 54 is reset to (0.00000) 
by the above-mentioned latch signal (LATCH). 
A clock signal (CLK) is applied to the respective shift 

registers 42(i) in parallel through an AND gate 50, 
which is gate-controlled by an inverter 52 and an enable 
signal (CE), and, at the same time, gradation data are 
serially applied to the least significant bit of the 128th 
shift register 42(128) through an AND gate 48, which is 
gate-controlled by a similar enable signal (CE), so that 
the gradation data applied thereto in synchronism with 
a trailing edge of the clock signal are sequentially 
shifted up from the least significant bit of the 128th shift 
register 42(128) to the most significant bit of the first 
shift register 42(1). 
A switching circuit 58 includes elements correspond 

ing to the respective heating resistors. The switching 
circuit 58 is arranged to turn on high withstand-voltage 
MOS transistors 60(1), 60(2), . . . , 60(128), which are 
current supply gates to the corresponding heating resis 
tors, in response to the leading edge of the strobe signal 
(STB). The switching circuit 58 also turns off the high 
withstand-voltage MOS transistor 60(i) in response to a 
coincidence judgment signal from the comparator cir 
cuit 46(i) corresponding to the withstand-voltage MOS 
transistor 60(i). 
The above-mentioned circuits related to the current 

conduction control for the heating transistors are part 
of one chip of a MOSIC. 
The operation of the circuits is performed according 

to a timing chart shown in FIG. 4. 
When the enable signal (CE) rises, the AND gates 48 

and 50 are in an enabled state. In this state, if the clock 
signal (CLK) and gradation data of n bits (DIN) each 
are applied serially, sequentially, and continuously, the 
gradation data are shifted up from the 128th shift regis 
ter 42(128) to the shift register 42(127), and so on, se 
quentially from the least significant bit to the most sig 
nificant bit in each shift register, in synchronism with 
the respective trailing edges of the above-mentioned 
clock signal (CLK). The enable signal (CE) is made low 
at the time when the data transfer to the 128 shift regis 
ters 42(128), 42(127),.. 
the n bits of gradation data have been stored in each 
shift register 42(i). Next, when the latch signal 
(LATCH) is made high, the gradation data stored in the 
respective registers 42(i) are latched in parallel by the 
corresponding latch circuits 44(ii) at the same time. 
After this transfer of the gradation data to the shift 
registers 42(i), the enable signal (CE) is made high to 
perform processing, such as data transfer or the like, in 
the same manner as the above-mentioned processing. 
Thereafter, similar processing is performed by making 
the enable signal (CE) high and low repeatedly. During 
the serial transfer of gradation data, the following pro 
cessing is performed in parallel between the timing of 
making the latch signal (LATCH) high and the next 
timing of making the same low. 
The switching circuit 58 is strobed in relation to the 

latch signal (LATCH) to turn on each high withstand 
voltage MOS transistor 60(i) to make current conduc 
tion into the 128 heating resistors simultaneous. At this 
time, a strobe signal (STB) with a predetermined period 
T0 is supplied to the counter 54 so that the counter 54 
counts up sequentially in synchronism with the strobe 

., 42(1) has ended. At this time, . 
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8 
signal (STB). Then, each comparator circuit 46(i) com 
pares the gradation data latched by the corresponding 
latch circuit 44(ii) with the value of the count output of 
the counter 54, and outputs a coincidence judgment 
signal when the gradation data is coincident with the 
value of the count output. When the coincidence judg 
ment signal is outputted from the comparator circuit 
46(i), the corresponding element of the switching cir 
cuit 58 turns off the corresponding high withstand-Volt 
age MOS transistor 60(i), thereby breaking the current 
conduction to the corresponding heating resistor. In the 
above-mentioned processing, the smaller the latched 
gradation data, the quicker the output of a coincidence 
judgment signal from a comparator circuit, and the 
shorter the current conduction time to the correspond 
ing heating resistor. That is, the time of current conduc 
tion is controlled for every heating resistor to corre 
spond to gradation data. The current conduction time T 
is expressed by the following equation when the grada 
tion, expressed by n bits, is a. 

Te Toxa, 

Thus, the current conduction to heating resistors is 
controlled on the basis of gradation data whenever the 
gradation data are latched, so that thermal recording 
with density corresponding to the gradation data is 
performed dot by dot. 
The above-mentioned current conduction control 

circuit shown in FIG. 3 is contained on one MOS IC 
chip. In the case where a thermal recording apparatus 
having more dots in one line is considered, a plurality of 
one-chip ICs 100(1), 100(2), . . . , 100(m) may be pro 
vided in accordance with the number of the heating 
resistors provided in a thermal head, for example, as 
shown in FIG. 5. The one-chip ICs 100(1), 100(2), ..., 
100(m) are connected in parallel to a data line (DIN) 
and control signal lines (CLK, LATCH, STB). An 
enable signal (CE) is distributed by a decoder 200 into 
the respective devices, so that one-line dot-printing can 
be performed by sequential movement, for example, 128 
dots by 128 dots. 
FIG. 6 shows another example of an arrangement of 

the above-mentioned current conduction control cir 
cuit. 

In this example, the shift registers 42(i) (i=1,2,. . . . 
,128) are not serially connected as shown in FIG. 4 and 
the storing of gradation data into the respective shift 
registers 42(i) (i=1,2,. . . , 128) is performed through 
input data distribution. 
That is, gradation data passed through an enabled 

AND gate 48 are further transferred through each of 
128 AND gates 68(i) to the corresponding shift register 
42(i). A shift pulse (CLK) passed through an AND gate 
50 is supplied further through each of 128 AND gates 
70(i) to the corresponding shift register 42(i). In storing 
the gradation data, the states of the respective AND 
gates 68(t) and 70(i) are switched sequentially. The state 
switching of the AND gate 68(i) and 70(i) is performed 
as follows: m 

An n-ary counter 62 counts a clock signal (CLK) 
applied thereto through an inverter 66 and produces a 
clock pulse every time in pulses of the clock signal have 
been counted. The produced clock pulse is supplied 
from the n-ary counter 62 to a shift register 64 having 
128 stages. The output of each state of the shift register 
64 is input to the corresponding AND gates 68(i) and 
70(i). In the thus arranged circuit, the output stage of 
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the shift register 64 is shifted sequentially every n pulses 
of the clock signal (CLK), and the enabled state of the 
AND gates 60(i) and 70(i) is sequentially switched from 
the AND gates 68(1) and 70(1) to the AND gates 
68(128) and 70(128) inclusive. Consequently, the grada 
tion data transferred sequentially in series in synchro 
nism with the clock signal (CLK) are distributed to the 
respective shift registers 42(i) every n bits. Then, upon 
completion of the transfer of the gradation data to the 
respective shift registers 42(i), the enable signal (CE) is 
made low and, thereafter, in the same manner as the 
example shown in FIG. 3, in accordance with the gra 
dation data stored in each shift register 42(i), the current 
conduction to the respective heating resistors is started, 
and the gradation data are compared with the count 
value of the counter 54 so that the current conduction 
to the respective heating resistors is terminated at the 
time when the gradation data become coincident with 
the count value of the counter 54. 
As has been described above, the coincidence circuit 

according to the present invention is applicable to cur 
rent conduction control corresponding to gradation 
data on heating resistors of a thermal head in a thermal 
recording apparatus. Moreover, in addition to such a 
thermal recording apparatus, the coincidence circuit 
according to the present invention is also applicable to 
a driving circuit for a high voltage device. For example, 
if the specification of the high withstand-voltage MOS 
transistors used in the output stage of the coincidence 
circuit is changed, the present invention could be used 
in a self-luminous VFD (fluorescent character display 
tube), a PDP (plasma display), an ELD (electrolumines 
cence display) or the like, in a plane display apparatus. 
Furthermore, the coincidence circuit is applicable to 
general time control in accordance with given data. 
As has been described above, according to the pres 

ent invention, single value detecting circuits, and pref 
erably “1” detecting circuits capable of detecting coin 
cidence only with respect to a predetermined value, 
such as "1" in the case of “1” detecting circuits, be 
tween the bits of n-bit binary data and respectively 
corresponding bits of the output of a counter are used in 
place of coincidence detection circuits using, for exam 
ple, ENOR circuits, capable of detecting coincidence 
with respect to multiple values, e.g., both the values "1" 
and "0". Accordingly, the coincidence circuit accord 
ing to the present invention can be constructed of func 
tional circuits for realizing a simpler function. Since the 
coincidence circuit is arranged so simply, the area occu 
pied by the circuit on a semiconductor integrated cir 
cuit is comparatively small, thereby reducing the limita 
tion in circuit arrangement and making it possible to 
enlarge the degrees of freedom in designing the semi 
conductor elements. 
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Other embodiments will be apparent to those skilled 

in the art from consideration of the specification and 
practice of the invention disclosed herein. It is intended 
that the specification and examples be considered as 
exemplary only, with a true scope of the invention 
being indicated by the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A current control circuit for controlling the supply 

of current to a plurality of resistors for use in a thermal 
print head in a printing of an image corresponding to 
n-bit image data comprising: 
a counter for producing n-bit count data; 
a coincidence circuit for judging a coincidence be 
tween bits of the n-bit image data and correspond 
ing bits of the n-bit count data, the coincidence 
circuit including, a plurality of single value detect 
ing circuits for detecting that corresponding bits of 
the n-bit image data and the n-bit count data have 
a predetermined value, and 

a first coincidence judging circuit for determining a 
coincidence between the n-bit image data and the 
n-bit count data by detecting a first time that said 
single value detecting circuits corresponding to all 
bits of said n-bit image data having said predeter 
mined value have detected that said corresponding 
bits of said n-bit image data and said n-bit count 
data have said predetermined value during an up 
counting of said counter; and 

a switching circuit for controlling the supply of current 
to said resistors in accordance with a count signal of 
said counter at a time when said first coincidence judg 
ing circuit determines that all of said single bit detecting 
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circuits have detected that said corresponding bits of 
said n-bit image data and said n-bit count data have said 
predetermined value. 

2. The current control circuit according to claim 1, 
wherein said plurality of single value detecting circuits 
comprise: 

a plurality of shift registers for receiving said n-bit 
image data, said shift registers having n stages, each 
of said stages storing a different one of the bits of 
the n-bit image data; and w 

a plurality of latches connected to corresponding 
ones of said shift registers for receiving the bits of 
the n-bit image data stored in said stages. 

3. The current control circuit according to claim 2, 
wherein said first coincidence judging circuit comprises 
a plurality of comparators, each of said comparators 
being associated with and connected to a different one 
of said plurality of latches to receive said bits of said 
image data stored in said stages of said associated latch, 
each of said comparators being further connected to 
said counter for comparing said bits of said n-bit image 
data to said corresponding bits of the n-bit count data. 


